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Posing the question about the support of bilingualism and bilingual education, the main 

challenge seems to be to create a reasonable language policy that establishes legislative 

frameworks and supports language acquisition processes on the administrative level. The 

question of what constitutes an optimal foreign language policy gains importance especially 

in border regions, which more than any other regions can benefit from transborder 

cooperation. A special category of border locations are “twin towns” or “divided towns,” 

where the free movement of people is an everyday practice and the processes of social and 

linguistic diffusion take place widely. There is space for unconventional and creative 

transborder educational policy and praxis. 

Referring to the transborder location and cooperation, the theories reflecting the interspatial 

phenomena taking place in borderlands should be mentioned. According to Mezzadra and 

Neilson (cf. 2013: 30) borderlands are places of transition that are involved in the creation of 

new worlds. Perera (2007: 206f) calls these places borderscapes - zones of emergent space 

and temporality. These concepts convincingly reflect the process of language and cultural 

contact, but also other interactions taking place in the borderlands, which form a space 

between cultures. On the other hand one should not forget that the German-Polish border is 

typified by linguistic discontinuity and moreover the border effect, also the linguistic one, 

operates mostly asymmetrically – in one direction more than in the other (cf. Zeller 1993: 

179). 

This paper analyzes the foreign or bilingual language education on offer on the German-

Polish border in Słubice and Frankfurt (Oder). This “twin town,” lying in the middle of the 

border, creates, according to the author’s long-term observation but also recently conducted 

research, a balanced local policy to support the education of the neighbor’s language. The 

educational solutions offered in bilingual education are mostly possible thanks to the border 

location. 
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